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Efficient Layout Design For Building Magnetic 
Equipment 

 
Luis Carter, Cristian Vidal-Silva, Miguel Tupac Yupanqui, José Miguel Rubio 

 
Abstract: This work presents the development of the layout design of a metalworking company that specializes in the manufacture of magnetic 
equipment, whose objective is to design a new physical distribution in such a way that it is feasible given the available resources, and serves to better 
utilize way the resources involved in all the processes that are carried out in the company, emphasizing the optimization of the material resources and 
the execution time of the processes, and thus, maintaining the ISO 9000: 2001 certification that it currently has. The tools used to achieve this objective 
is the SLP (Systematic Layout Planning) method, a method that allows the problem to be solved to be approached and adapted in a clear and orderly 
manner, which allows calculating efficiency measures for each of the designs, allowing you to choose the best alternative according to the objectives set. 
 
Index Terms : SLP, Efficiency, Sensitivity Analysis, Design, Layout. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of the study is carried out in the company 
Polimin Ltda., Located in the Metropolitan Region, specifically 
in the commune of Recoleta, Chile. This organization is 
dedicated to the manufacture of magnetic, vibratory and metal 
detector equipment. Its main products are magnetic cabinets, 
pulley conveyors, magnetic Trommel, among others. Its most 
important clients are in the mining area, together, it has an 
important range of representations of foreign companies in the 
field, among which are Eriez Magnetics, Dynamic Air, Visam 
and Mc Lanahan Corporation. The company has the ISO 
9001: 2000 certification, which must be renewed this year, 
since it has met the validation period. Polimin Ltda. Is 
conducting internal audits to detect problems, and most of the 
inconveniences for re-certification in the production area have 
been found. For this reason, the application area of this study 
focuses on this sector, specifically in the company's workshop. 
In addition, it is required to improve internal processes, in 
order to support their continuous improvement, and thus, 
maintain ISO 9001: 2000 certification. It should be noted that 
the company recently acquired an adjacent piece of land for its 
physical expansion and needs to know quickly how to make 
the best use of this resource. The purpose of this study is to 
deliver a layout proposal that allows improving the 
organization's processes and thus maintaining ISO 
certification. For this, the SLP method [1] is implemented, 
which allows adapting the resources that the company has, 
detects the needs of workers and engineers, and thus, 
generates and evaluates design alternatives, and then delivers 
information for decision-making. the best alternative for the 
organization. It should be noted that the SLP method has the 

particularity that its stages are well defined [1], it allows to 
tackle the problem in a practical way, and different engineering 
tools can be used to solve its different stages. Below is the 
description of the SLP method and the factors considered key 
to solving the design problem. In section 3 the main results 
obtained for the different processes of applying the SLP 
method are summarized, in section 4 the results of the final 
analysis are shown and the implementation conclusions are 
presented in section 5. 

 
2 SLP METHOD AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The SLP method consists of the following three main phases 
(analysis, search and evaluation) with their corresponding sub-
phases, which are described below: 
 
1. Analysis: Before the implementation of the stages 

included in the analysis phase, it is studied which products 
are the ones that are manufactured the most, those with 
the highest volume, and those that are relevant to the 
company from a monetary point of view [2], since There is 
a certain group of equipment that predominates within the 
manufacturing process or equipment that is complicated 
to manufacture due to its complexity, weight or 
dimensions. As a result of the previous stage, it is 
obtained that the magnetic trommel is the equipment that 
presents the greatest problems for its manufacture. 

a. Analysis of Materials Flow: It consists of defining 
the flow of materials between work areas. It is 
necessary to highlight something particular about 
the way the company works, there is no flow of 
materials between workers, there is only flow 
between workers and warehouse, since the 
company has a fixed position layout. 

b. List of Activities: A matrix of the same name is 
prepared, which indicates the interaction or 
relationship that exists between all the areas of 
the company, includes the existing work areas 
and those required by the new layout. To 
complete this matrix, information is collected in 
the field, which describes and generates the 
relationships between the areas, which in this 
case includes 21 jobs. 
 
The necessary closeness between the areas in 
the activity relationship diagram are defined by 
letters, using closeness relationship values that 
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were developed by Richard Muther [3], in addition 
to the reason for that relationship, which is 
described by of numbers [4]. To clearly visualize 
the relationship that exists between each 
workplace, the relationship diagram is generated, 
which shows the model of the relationship matrix. 

 
c. Determination of space requirements: The 

creation of jobs is proposed for each person who 
has the name of master and welder (excludes 
assistants). Among the generated work areas are: 
Turner area, Folding area, Engineering Offices, 
Contractors area, dangerous products, work in 
progress, finished products, Painting area, Coil 
area, equipment demonstration area, packaging 
area and the relocation of some areas. 
 
The aisle model [5] is considered from the point 
of view of the forklift vehicle (Forklift Crane), since 
it is the element with the greatest need for space 
to carry out the maneuvers to move materials and 
equipment. 
 

2. Search: For this phase of the development of the SLP 
method, the information obtained in the analysis stage is 
used to generate the alternatives of the layout of the 
company Polimin Ltda., Where the limitations of the shape 
of the land and the infrastructure problems are 
considered. 

a. Diagram of relation of spaces: This diagram 
shows the relationship between the jobs, in 
addition to the size of each one. This allows 
verifying that the distribution can be 
accommodated within the space available for the 
study. 
 

b. Development of alternatives: The first stage of 
generating alternatives consists of moving the 
blocks that represent the work areas within the 
space available for the study without changing 
their size, and then, in a second stage, the 
dimensions of the work areas are modified. 
adapting them in such a way that they are within 
the norms established in the evaluation stage. 

 
3. Evaluation: To develop the evaluation of the alternatives, 

there are three criteria, evaluation of the form of the 
department, evaluation by adjacency of departments and 
evaluation by cost of material handling. 

 
a. Evaluation of the form of the department. The 

form of each of the work areas is adequate for a 
correct performance according to the data 
collected in the analysis and search stage. For 

this, the value F is obtained for each area, where 
F is interpreted as [6]: i. Determine the total area 
of the workplace (A); ii. Determine the total 
perimeter of the work area (P); iii. Develop the 

formula: F=P/(4√A); iv. Whether the shape of the 
workplace is acceptable. 

 
As the development of the alternatives is divided 
into two stages, the information from the work 
areas is used for the first range of eight 
alternatives, which consist of moving only the 
blocks without modifying the dimensions (shape) of 
the workstations, the which are considered within 
the acceptance range. For the second stage of the 
development of alternatives, a sensitivity analysis 
is carried out, to see what are the dimensions that 
the jobs can take so that they are within the 
acceptance range F. 

 
It can be said a priori that this criterion does not 
represent any difficulty in its calculation, but it is of 
great importance when it has to be evaluated 
together with the other two remaining criteria. All 
the proposed alternatives meet this criterion, so 
efforts are focused on maximizing efficiency and 
reducing the costs of the alternatives. 

 
b. Department adjacency evaluation: This 

evaluation scores the relationships determined in 
the Relationship Diagram and assigns a weight 
according to Richard Muther [3]. Once you have a 
layout alternative, the adjacencies are verified 
assigning a score if the adjacency is met [7]. 
Table I shows a summary of the efficiencies 
calculated for each alternative. 
 

c. Cost of material: Table II shows the summary of 
the total costs associated with each alternative 
generated. 

 
3 RESULTS OF EFFICIENCY VS COSTS 
The evaluation stage of the SLP method consists of three 
criteria. The evaluation criterion of the department form does 
not warrant further analysis, since the alternatives arise from 
the point that all work areas are within the acceptance range. 
Now to face the problem of the trade-off between efficiency 
and costs [8], the added value of efficiency is plotted versus 
the costs obtained for each alternative [9]. Clearly, the 
alternatives with the highest efficiency and lowest costs will be 
the most attractive. Figure 1 shows all the alternatives 
developed for this study, and it can also be seen that the 
efficient frontier moves from alternative 9 to alternative 13.  
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The non-mastered alternatives are 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. 
These non-mastered alternatives lie on the efficient frontier. In 
addition, it can be seen that the best alternatives are 
represented where the jobs were modified and adapted to the 
surface of the company, so that the evaluation criteria of the 
shape of the departments is influencing internally. Table III 
shows the costs per percentage point, which must be 

assumed to go from one alternative to another. In the case if 
you want to go from alternative 9 to 10, there is an increase of 
$ 4,929,020 for an increase of one percentage point in 
efficiency 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Alternative 11 is the selected one, and it is argued that it 
reflects the spirit of improving the company's internal 
processes day by day, alternative 11 is associated with a 
43.93% efficiency with respect to the relationship matrix, and a 
cost of $ 110,870,351 in materials handling. It is evident that 
by modifying the dimensions of the blocks that represent the 
work areas, the alternatives proposed from 9 to 13 
considerably increase their efficiency and decrease their costs, 
compared to the alternatives that only move the blocks, being 
The challenge of future study is very attractive. Consideration 
should be given to the lack of updated information and 
computer applications to solve these types of problems, which 
are constantly problematic for companies. The next step is the 
economic evaluation, since the study brings with it a cost 

associated with the handling of materials, but at the same 
time, a cost of labor and infrastructure, so it should be 
analyzed in how long the investment.  
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Fig. 1. Cost vs Efficiency and the Border for Efficiency. 

 

TABLE I 
. SUMMARY OF THE EFFICIENCIES OF EACH ALTERNATIVE. 

 

Alternative Efficiency 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

29.91% 

29.91% 

29.91% 

29.91% 

27.10% 

20.56% 

28.04% 

23.36% 

40.19% 

41.12% 

43.93% 

57.01% 

62.62% 

  

 

TABLE II 
. SUMMARY OF THE COSTS OF EACH ALTERNATIVE. 

Alternative Efficiency 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

319.697.030 

314.892.712 

320.173.658 

225.307.029 

352.129.874 

383.828.198 

408.343.402 

400.147.033 

94.320.201 

98.904.190 

110.870.351 

157.452.805 

164.230.852 

  

 

TABLE III 
. SUMMARY OF THE COSTS FOR EACH STEP IN ADVANCE. 

 

Step Cost 

9  10 

10  11 

11  12 

12  13 

4.929.020 

4.258.421 

3.561.350 

1.208.208 

  

 


